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	YouTube: An Insider's Guide to Climbing the Charts, 9780596521141 (0596521146), O'Reilly, 2008

	
		Let me begin by making an observation that the authors are too humble to make for
	
		themselves: This book will change your life. But more on that in a moment. First I’m
	
		going to do something prototypically YouTubian: I’m going to talk about myself.
	


	
		Like most people, I got to know YouTube as part of my lifelong project to discover
	
		every method of procrastination available on the Internet. I’d go online and watch
	
		music videos or laughing babies or squirrels on water skis or whatever the new viral
	
		video happened to be. But I didn’t get it, not really. I didn’t understand the immense
	
		potential of YouTube, because what is truly powerful about the site is its communitybuilding
	
		features.
	


	
		In the summer of 2006, I discovered two very different YouTube channels and fell
	
		in love. The first was askaninja, a hilarious show in which a man dressed as a ninja
	
		answers viewers’ questions. The quick-cut editing and rapid-fire speech of askaninja
	
		have since become a hallmark of countless popular videos (including mine). The second
	
		was lonelygirl15, a seemingly real vlog made by a seemingly real 16-year-old girl
	
		whose parents were caught up in a profoundly weird occultist religion. Lg15, as the
	
		show was known, felt to me like all the best parts of Lost, but it was even better. It felt
	
		real in a way that no television show ever could.
	


	
		After watching it for a few months, I began to understand why I enjoyed it so much:
	
		I was participating in the creation of the show. My video responses (Chapter 8) appeared
	
		on the lg15 YouTube page, as did my text comments. I interacted with other
	
		fans and became friends with them. Television shows don’t bring together strangers
	
		like YouTube communities can, because a TV show—even an awesome one—is merely
	
		something you watch. TV does not get more awesome as a result of you watching
	
		it, but YouTube channels do. That’s the miracle of YouTube: You get to help make the
	
		awesome.
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Atmospheric Pressure Plasma for Surface ModificationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	This Book’s focus and intent is to impart an understanding of the practical application of atmospheric plasma for the advancement of a wide range of current and emerging technologies. The primary key feature of this book is the introduction of over thirteen years of practical experimental evidence of successful surface modifications by...


		

The Shellcoder's Handbook: Discovering and Exploiting Security HolesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Uncover, exploit, and close security holes in any software or operating system
    Every day, patches are created to cover up security holes in software applications and operating systems. But by the time you download a patch, it could be too late. A hacker may have already taken advantage of the hole and wreaked havoc on your system. This...


		

How To Do Everything with Your Tablet PCMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Explore the capabilities and benefits of your Tablet PC hardware and software with help from this easy-to-understand guide. Get a thorough run-through of your new device, as well as the Windows XP Tablet PC Edition operating system that runs on it. Once you've become familiar with the hardware and software features, follow helpful chapters that...




	

Learning LibGDX Game Development, Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2014

	Wield the power of the LibGDX framework to create a cross-platform game


	About This Book

	
		Write your game code once and run it on a multitude of platforms using LibGDX
	
		Learn about the key features of LibGDX that will ease and speed up your development cycles
	
		An...



		

Protocol Management in Computer NetworkingArtech House Publishers, 2000
Presents a novel management framework, referred to as the Measurement-Estimation-SchedulingActuation (or MESA) model.  This is not a book about network management...but rather a book about management in networking. DLC: Computer network protocols.

This book presents a novel management framework, which I refer to as the...

		

Dart for HipstersPragmatic Bookshelf, 2012

	
		Dart 1.1 has arrived and Dart for Hipsters has you covered! Every chapter has been painstakingly reviewed and updated to work with the latest version of this exciting new language. The unabashed goal of Dart is to make programming for the Web simpler, faster, and more powerful. Dart for Hipsters...
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